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The game of life
The game of Life (an extremely simple model of 
bacterial growth) 

To study the asymptotic behavior of the game of life 
— death, periodic repetition, unbounded growing

Conway 1970

Growing: particularly, increasing the 
complexity of its pattern is interesting.

Wikipedia

http://mathworld.wolfram.com/CellularAutomaton.html

http://mathworld.wolfram.com/CellularAutomaton.html


Yet another game of life
To study the asymptotic behavior of 
my life — death, periodic repetition, 
unbounded growing

http://sa2hara.com/?p=369



My life plan

Growing → almost periodic → shrinking → death
Growing → still growing → death

time

Escape

in the sense of Kurzweil

Clock variable lifeform

die suddenly

 (e.g. accident,  cardiac infarction)

die after notified (e.g. cancer)

Reversible lifeform
Present

senile decay



My life plan

time
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Reversible lifeform
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senile decay

There are some nice books for preparing  
for the day of these two cases.

Here is the problem. 
Particularly dementia

Unfortunately I don’t have 
enough time to escape...

Growing → almost periodic → shrinking → death
Growing → still growing → death

https://www.amazon.co.jp/%E3%82%AA%E3%82%BF%E3%82%AF%E3%81%AE%E9%80%9D%E3%81%8D%E6%96%B9/dp/4896107683/


Dementia
Memory disorder and Disorientation

irasutoya

Alzheimer's disease



Dementia

Vascular dementia Dementia of Lewy bodiesAlzheimer's disease

irasutoya 
Wikipedia

Cognitive, motor, behavioral, 
and for a significant proportion 

of patients, ...

Memory disorder and 
disorientation, ...

Visual hallucinations, 
and REM sleep 

behavior disorder, ...

Memory loss is not always noticeable in the early stages of VD/DLB.



http://www.kokura-orange.jp/about_dementia/diagnosis_root/

認知症診断フローチャート 
(小倉医師会)

A flow chart for 
dementia diagnostics. 

The diagnosis of Alzheimer's 
disease: an exclusion diagnosis.

Alzheimer's disease

Vascular dementia

Dementia of 
Lewy bodies

Dementia is extremely difficult. 
There is no specific disease 

named ‘dementia.’ 
There are many variations.



Behavioral and Psychological 
Symptoms of Dementia (BPSD)

小澤「痴呆を生きるということ」

・・・

Detection and palliation of BPSD are 
important.

Time

Dementia 
Level

BPSD apt to occur at the timing shown by arrows. 



https://www.sankei.com/life/news/180404/lif1804040023-n1.html

Dr. Hasegawa suffered from dementia.

Hasegawa dementia scale



https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1389945710001255



Antidementia agents
Acetylcholinesterase inhibitor ↑

アリセプト (donepezil), レミニール(Galantamine), イクセロン(Rivastigmine) 

NMDA receptor antagonist↓

メマリー (memantine)

Inhibits excessive glutamatergic nervous excitement, reduce 
synaptic noise and neuronal excitotoxicity.

Inhibits the acetylcholinesterase enzyme from breaking down 
acetylcholine caused by the lacking of neurons and gain the 

activity of parasympathetic nervous system.

e.g. リスパダール(resperidone)、レボトミン(Levomepromazine)、 
グラマリール(tiapride hydrochloride)...

抑肝散

Psychoactive drug

Only for AD or possibly LBD

Only for AD 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neuron
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Acetylcholinesterase
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Acetylcholine


https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/30282371

Are drugs for Alzheimer’s disease actually 
effective?

They are not covered by 
insurance now in France.



Dementia: living in a world 
like that of Memento?

Memento

掟上今日子の忘備録



Anterograde amnesia  
(by herpes simplex encephalitis)

Recollection 

Familiarity

消えていく今 7秒の記憶と生きる CVCテレビ 
https://hicbc.com/tv/kieteiku-ima/ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B_ilvigRCcc

They met several times but they can’t remind the fact.

Oh you are Mr. Mizuta, then you are this “Mizuta”?.

Living with taking notes.

What I felt first 
must have been 

desperation.



Early-onset dementia
ザ!世界仰天ニュース　「全てを忘れていく恐怖の病気」

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=joA6nlIoL9s

Dementia notification.  
A 'paradox' of early-onset dementia... He can’t figure out how to use the elevator.

He couldn’t find his ticket. Finally 
a television staff found it. 



Memory disorder
Memory 

Semantic memory, episodic memory (apt to be lost by dementia) 

Procedural memory (e.g. riding a bicycle, etc.) 

Memory Processing 

Memorization 

Retention 

Recall     (You need to recall a thing at a proper time and a place.) 

Recollection (self associative, apt to be lost in aging) 

Familiarity (not self associative but can recognize)



Anterograde 
amnesia

Early-onset 
dementia 

(advanced)

Senile dementia 
(early stage)

Senile dementia 
(advanced)

Senile dementia 
(last stage)

Memorization ❌ 🔺 ⭕🔺 🔺 ❌

Retention ❌ 🔺 ⭕ 🔺 ❌

Recollection ❌ ❌ ❌ ❌ ❌

Familiarity ❌ 🔺 ⭕ 🔺 ❌

Motivation ⭕ ⭕ 🔺 ❌ ❌

Physical ⭕ ⭕ ⭕ 🔺 ❌

Losing the ability of ‘recollection.’
Losing the ‘driving forth’ of thinking.

Dementia and losing abilities

⭕  :better 
🔺 : getting worse 
❌ : worst



Losing the ability of ‘recollection’ 
and the ‘driving forth’ of thinking

A patient of early-stage dementia tries to 
memorize things.  

But he loses them or forgets watching them.

A patient of advanced dementia 
loses the motivation of memorize things. 

Even Kant used the ‘technology of note to self.’ 
Why are we still relying only on the same 

technology?



I thought I would rely on 
Softbank…

An “AI” can reduce the time of 
talking with helpers.  

We are also responsible for 
reducing the time by our effort.

Sharing times with another 
human is essentially needed 
for our life, but we have to 

avoid bothering helpers.

cf. Minister for Loneliness (UK)
Pepper as a crony? 

◎ Virtual Reality[ki 1025] 

ぽたぽた焼 
http://nlab.itmedia.co.jp/nl/articles/1505/11/news132.html



But after reading this article, I became 
anxious that 孫-san (CEO) might not correctly 
understand the issue… (先急ぎすぎ)

I thought I would rely on 
Softbank…

So I am now talking to you to find an AI-engineer 
who has a first-person viewpoint on it…

孫『心の部分がないと、24時間一緒に過ごしたくない』

It seems impossible to stay together all day even if 
Pepper is a human.

He expects ‘human mind’ in Pepper but it seems 
difficult to embed such a thing into Pepper so far.

https://business.nikkeibp.co.jp/atcl/book/15/284212/012000008/

“Polygons are not sexy.”
Jaron Lanier (in a talk with Rudy Rucker)



https://business.nikkei.com/atcl/report/16/030300121/112200035/

When you think you understand the other 
person, you will not hear his talk any more.

But “He thinks that a person who understands 
him is here” is important.

Can you expect to happen such a good luck in 
future?

Then, do you expect to have a person who can 
understand your desperation after suffering 

dementia?

In the view point of care giving, this is quite 
difficult because:

“What I felt must have been 
desperation.”

https://business.nikkei.com/atcl/report/16/030300121/112200035/


But what I will need is not 
so particular about any 
‘formal’ action but that 

with ‘mindfulness’...

What a dementia care 
should be?

https://sanfrancisco.cbslocal.com/2019/03/10/bereaved-family-upset-kaiser-used-robot/

Doctors are busy. But the 
families of a patient want 
them to share more time 
to him in a formal way.



https://business.nikkei.com/atcl/seminar/19/00107/00001/?P=2&mds

‘Mindfulness’ is enough?
Caregivers help to stop ones BPSD 

by their talk .  

But even if the action is filled with 
‘mindfulness,’ it may be an ad 
hoc symptomatic treatment.

Caregivers need to understand one’s 
private information but there is no 

time.

At least I can understand ‘me.’ Then 
how to inform me the fact after 

suffering from dementia?



https://www.anlp.jp/proceedings/annual_meeting/2014/pdf_dir/E7-1.pdf

How long could the author have been 
able to read the blog back? It had the last 
readers, but many other blogs would have 

no readers other than google.

A study of a blog written 
by a dementia patient

Shikata et, al. 2014

But I want to have a first person perspective.

# of clause# of vocabulary words

https://www.anlp.jp/proceedings/annual_meeting/2014/pdf_dir/E7-1.pdf


https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_von_Neumann

How to stop writing unwanted things to Twitter?
認知症バカッターになってしまうリスク

It is just as the good 
intention of parents not to 

let their children hold 
smartphones, is it also the 

carer's good intention to 
keep dementia patients 
away from the Internet?

About risk-taking issue and the change of social awareness 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_von_Neumann


Losing the ability of ‘recollection’ 
and the ‘driving forth’ of thinking

Can’t I escape from 
giving up thinking? 

Is everything  directed 
by the others?

I cannot but completely rely on other’s recommendation.

What is your favorites?
   1: Sports

✔2:Travel

   3: Driving

…

Submit

I have to be satisfied with things by a collective knowledge.

No, I want to stay geeky!

recommendation (a new story is made by the system)

the actual timeline  
of my photo album

I don’t want to obey the result of a big data analysis!

◎ Total Recall[ki 99] 



http://www.rehab.go.jp/ri/kaihatsu/lifeSupport/top_ja.php

There are many proposals of supporting 
devices for dementia

See http://www.iec.hiroshima-u.ac.jp/~imai/docs/cane3.pdf

http://www.rehab.go.jp/ri/kaihatsu/lifeSupport/top_ja.php


I might be willing to play 
with PARO every day in 

future, but I am wondering 
that the developer of PARO 
actually want to play with 

it in their old age?

PARO is widely accepted 
by many care workers.

There are many levels and 
variations of toys for each age 

of children. I believe there 
should be many levels and 

variations to my ‘toys’ of my 
old age.

http://www.parorobots.com
https://www.jstage.jst.go.jp/article/johokanri/60/4/60_217/_html/-char/ja

The key point is how to 
control the complexity 

of ‘toys.’



  

How to make me maintain my 
‘notes for myself’ just like a 

bonsai after suffering 
dementia.

A bonsai is a ‘toy’ not only to 
enjoy looking but also to 

cultivate and it grows up.

◎ 盆栽いじり[ki 2282] 

https://www.dcnet.gr.jp/retrieve/download/pdf/5text.pdf


  

Add more situations by yourself! Anything 
might happen to us...

They forgot the way to their house. 

They forgot the meaning of the ‘breadcrumbs.’ 

They forgot their house. 

They forgot why they needed to return to their house. 

They forgot they had forgot their house.  

They forgot what is their ‘house’. 

They forgot each other. 

...

A ‘Hänsel und Gretel’ Game

残念ながら、すでに知ってい
る事柄を、仮に知らないと考
えても、それを知らない状態
を想像することは難しい。
条件付き確率しか計算できない

ような感じ

It is difficult to imagine the state 
of forgetting a thing.

https://www.dcnet.gr.jp/retrieve/download/pdf/5text.pdf


http://www.meti.go.jp/press/2018/08/20180807006/20180807006.html 

Accessibility for dementia patients
How long could I have been able to read the blog back?

http://www.meti.go.jp/press/2018/08/20180807006/20180807006.html


「婆さんや、あれ、持ってきて」

What is desired?

In most cases I rely on many 
(quite personal) abbreviations, 
simplified concepts, and their 

associations.

How to choose a proper encoding for each patient?

“Universal design” 
may not be useful.

This is a kind of 
encoding 
problem of 

communication.
←パンくずリンク

What is “one page”?

https://www.abilitynet.org.uk/news-blogs/6-top-tips-dementia-friendly-website 

“Hey Siri, bring me ‘that’!”

https://www.abilitynet.org.uk/news-blogs/6-top-tips-dementia-friendly-website


‘Difficulty’ needs to be 
reconsidered.

E.g. using spread sheet might be more difficult 
than programming for elder people who had 
learned both in their younger age. 

A page of excel has enormous visual information!

Difficulty = complexity of things?

Mathematicaでセミコロンを末尾につけるのは「うざい
から出力を見せるな！」っていう意味なんだけど :) 
Excelでそう指示するのはいろいろ面倒なんだよ。 

Lost (disorientation) in one page Excel sheet!

A saving appearance response...



‘Difficulty’ needs to be 
reconsidered.

Aging increases the number of sensors causing errors. 

In due time, the load of needed arbitration process 
exceeds a certain threshold.

※このスライドは個人の感想です

In addition, the ability to recognize the ‘fracture’ may be lost 
at the next ‘fracture.’

It feels as if a certain function related to cognition is broken 
and lost, as if you can not walk with a broken bone.



Functional electrical 
stimulation (FES)

Recording one’s electromyography (EMG). 

Storing the measured data. 

Playing it to support a patient of motor paralysis.
It seems useless for supporting one’s 

thinking process, because we don’t want 
to think the same thing repeatedly. Exoskeletal robot

Even if a different thinking process is 
invoked, it must be another person’s 

thinking.

The case of a functional disorder of limb:

Bioness H200 https://www.atr.jp/topics/press_150114.html

(Just watching the past photo album 
repeatedly.)



‘Difficulty’ needs to be 
reconsidered.

How to cope with the input from such 
sensors with defects? 

How to design the proper encoding of 
inputs for each person for each situation?

「婆さんや、あれ、持ってきて」
Bring me that! 
What is ‘that’? 
That is that anyway...

Elderly person apt to use demonstrative pronouns.



‘This’ and ‘that’...
Elderly person apt to use demonstrative pronouns.

A dementia patient confuses what is “that.” 

A dementia patient sometimes gets angry when 
the others ask what is “that.” 

Because he cannot not explain “that.”



Thinking crystal

Even one can only recognize a small fragment of a 
context, one can add a new ‘paragraph’ to the 
‘wave front’ and possible to avoid the periodicity 
with the help of a carefully tuned stimulation.  

I am still not sure the forcing effort to escape 
from the period is actually making me happy or not 
in my last days. 

My impression when I am watching a patient of dementia: 
‘Trapped in a periodic repetition’. 

But wait! Even a simple crystal growth can be more complex.

How to escape from the periodic repetition?

◎ 自己触媒集合[ki 2641] 
○ ナチュラリスト[ki 2710]



I want to think like an amoeba growth 
without focusing on a special path!

The ‘light cone’ of a 
cellular space. The shape of the wave 

front of amoeba growth.
↑is simple because the 
‘background’ is simple. ↑is complex because the 

‘background’ is complex.

◎ 作業パタンレコーダ[ki 1167] 
○ 制御された並列性[ki 2897]

‘Fairness’ of the ‘background.’



Turing Machine
(state, symbol) → (state, symbol, action)

action = left or right move

sight
time

hering

taste
smell
touch

Pres
ent

scan
/edit

Scanning area will be shrinking. 

Errors in each part will be increasing.

It is reasonable as a model of thinking:

Dementia can be regarded as 

Once I thought it is too simple for a model of thinking, but now I think…



Universal Turing Machine
A Turing machine which computes anything.

Weakly universal: with an infinite asymptotically periodic input. 

asymptotically periodic

Although the sizes of memory (state) and scanning information at a time (symbol) are small,  
it is possible to compute anything employing a proper encoding and infinite periodic input of data. 

The definition of brain death might be changed in future… 

There must be a better trade off for 
encoding to each stage of dementia.

Woods, Neary 2011



Thinking in a weakly 
universal manner.

A ‘cane’ = a knowledge home + an 
asymptotically periodic ‘background’ as a 

driving force?
I wake up every morning by the sound of an alarm clock as a 
‘periodic background’ and I have a knowledge that I have to 

wake up and go to my office when I hear the sound.  

If I can’t remind the knowledge, I need to be informed. 



time

Escape

in the sense of Kurzweil

Clock variable lifeform

die suddenly

 (e.g. accident,  cardiac infarction)

die after notified (e.g. cancer)

Reversible lifeform
Present

senile decay

Personal singular point

“I can’t fix
 the system”

“I forget why I am

     u
sing the system.”

But the system must be 
essentially 他力本願.

relying on others.How to go through my ‘singular 
point’ without moving from my 

knowledge home? 



Knowledge Home

Moving to another house results in 
worsening of symptoms of dementia. 
One loses one’s orientation. 

I do not want to move from my 
‘knowledge home!’

This word by Toffoli 2002, 2004

◎ Knowledge Home[ki 2711] 
○ 引っ越し[aga 223]

Memory disorder and disorientation might be the same.
Unconventional Models of Computation 2002, Kobe



How to make my ‘knowledge home’ and make me 
avoid kicking out of it after my ‘singular point?’ 

How to make me notice the fact that I tried 
preparing it for me after my singular point? 

The only problems I want to solve are:

Then what is my knowledge home?



What is my thinking process?
This is the problem of biometrics. 

A thinking process makes a work process as a 
trajectory (a projection). 

My thinking process may be a serialization of 
things stored in my brain.   

It will be estimated by capturing my work 
process.  

How to capture my work process?

This ability will be lost in the beginning of Dementia.

◎ 生体計測[ki 2413] 
○ 作業パタンレコーダ[ki 1167] 
・ 制御された並列性[ki 2897] To begin with,...

If my thinking process will properly estimated, the prodromal stage of dementia (depression, schizophrenia,…) might be captured. 



An experimental mailing list
Our 1st motivation: how to discuss something 
by email communications without the 
divergence of the discussion? 

We had to submit our work to a workshop. 

We found a difficulty in discussing about it 
by emails. 

◎ WOOC'92 [aga 1] 
○ oops mailing list [ki 1]

inherently asynchronous, 
tired of merging branches

Let’s start from our very old experiment.

At the time, 

I usually don’t want to take care of such deadlines, but,…



We hated a traditional BBS, a 
file, and a hierarchical directory
スレチ (off topic) on a BBS is usually blamed, 
but tracking a discussion over different topics 
must be important.   

File: If the goal of a discussion is not fixed, it is 
difficult to combine into a file.  

A discussion structure may not form a thread or 
tree but a web (graph). 



Mailing list v.s. Outline 
processor

We desired an online 
collaborative outline 
processor.  

A mailing list is write 
once and you can’t edit. 

http://ascii.jp/elem/000/000/083/83426/

Now available but they still depend on a file!

◎ outline processor[ki 1384] 
○ oops mailing list [ki 1]



A file of an Outline processor
topic title

paragraph

Our usage of emails

topic title
paragraph

topic title
paragraphtopic title

paragraph

topic title
paragraph

topic title
paragraph

topic title
paragraph

topic title
paragraph

topic title
paragraph

topic title
paragraph

topic title
paragraph

a mail a mail a mail

……

time

editable 
(but each file is for a story 

and needs another 
revision control system)

write once 
(but inherently stores 

revisions)
cf. backup software



How to write an email sent 
to our mailing list?

Each topic title has an id.  

A paragraph has at most 
three topic titles. 

Quoting a sentence in a 
paragraph must be specified by 
using a special quote marker. 

◎ topic A
paragraph

◎ topic A

paragraph
◯ topic B

◎ topic A

paragraph

◯ topic B
・ topic C

Three topic titles are enough to represent 
“multiple inheritance” and the splitting of a 

topic. Two are not enough.

◎ oops mailing list [ki 1] 
○ 使い方[ki 6]

Three rules:



A mail example of our mailing list.

http://10.30.95.160:10080/oops-ura/number?3657


We wrote emails to our list from 
February 1992  to September 2005. 

http://10.30.95.160:10080/oops-ura/


Toffoli MIT AI lab.

自己触媒集合

テスター

iChat

時間
Knowledge Home

Unconvensional Models  
of Computation

Knowledge Home

MIT AI lab.

Ex: Topics in the neighborhood of the topic 
‘Toffoli’

自己触媒集合, packing, reversible cellular automata, …

Employed topics in the context of ‘Toffoli’

http://10.30.95.160:10080/oops-ura/relation?ki+2683


Motivation: we need a search 
engine of the accumulated 
searching results and used 
searching keywords.  

Storing used searching 
keywords and a searching 
method is more important 
than storing the searching 
result. 

A simple record of search results is useless.



Masui et al. 2003 
Information Navigation by Neighbor Hopping

Bell 2004 
MyLifeBits

…

cf.

Lifelog 

How and where to store my searching 
activities?

How to record my searching activities?

I already have my knowledge 
home for storing them, i.e.,  

our mailing list!

◎ oops mailing list [ki 1] 
○ Knowlege Home[ki 2711]

I want store in my ‘knowledge home’...



Thinking without 
serialization

Thinking seems to be a serialization of a knowledge subgraph.  

Dementia first attacks the serialization ability.  

‘Recording any clue for finding, creating a new path and showing 
it’ is the most important for the system.  

Wandering (徘徊) is a good effort to cope with dementia. 

The system should promote “wandering in the graph”. Because 
each wandering path is the projection of a serialized thinking 
process anyway.  

Detect wandering and try to control the degree of the graph to 
keep one’s knowledge home sound.

◎ 作業パタンレコーダ[ki 1167] 
○ 制御された並列性[ki 2897]



‘FES’ for thinking
Recording one’s work process as a network discussed above. 

Storing the measured data in one’s knowledge home. 

Show the most proper topic and its ‘tuned’ neighborhood 
topics in the data to support the next decision.  

The decision should be made by oneself.

‘Fairness’ of the ‘cane.’

www.irasutoya.com

My work process (thinking process) is 
hijacked or not…

‘Familiarity’ is not lost.

recommendation (but a new story is not needed to be made by the system)

Show one’s past work processes and make one try to connect the fragments of one’s thinking process by oneself.



What I need is a multimodal 
extension of our mailing list.

But, not too interference as far as I can do by myself, 
because

I might loose my eyesight. 
I might loose my motor function. 

I might forget how to read/write.

Life is searching!





Implementation and related 
issues



How to record and exhibit 
user activities

Any ‘passive’ recording device is useless. 

I will be apt to forget bringing it.  

Finally I should forget why I need it. 

◎ 生体計測[ki 2413] 
○ 監視カメラ[ki 2348] 



Where is the best position 
for recording?

ubiquitous and autonomous

Max Headroom (1987) 2001: A Space Odyssey (1968) 

◎ 生体計測[ki 2413] 
○ 監視カメラ[ki 2348] 
・ MAXHEADROOM[aga 37]



Where is the best position 
for recording?

www.cyrilabad.com/projects/corporate/a-venir-confidential-project/ 22052016-Aldebaran-Pepper-test4216.jpg

But I do not want it too active as far as I can do daily tasks.

◎ 生体計測[ki 2413] 
○ 監視カメラ[ki 2348] 



I am not so accustomed to the situation that 
someone is standing beside my bed.

When I forget why the Pepper is here, ….

◎ いるのにいないふり，いないのにいるふり[ki 1202]

www.cyrilabad.com/projects/corporate/a-venir-confidential-project/22052016-Aldebaran-Pepper-test4227.jpg



Icons for each generation 
are important

When the stage advances, recent things will be lost one by one. 

introduced time in one’s life

My memory will be 
shrinking.

◎ media としての oops-ml...（笑）[ki 2622] 
○ user interface[ki 2624]

20 years old



Where is the best position 
for recording?

Not the position of 
Pepper but that of 

lighting 
equipment!

No shadow!

So far I want 
‘Luxo’ style Pepper 
in my bedroom and 

on my desk!

In the case of losing my 
eyesight…

◎ 生体計測[ki 2413] 
○ 監視カメラ[ki 2348] 
・ いるのにいないふり，いないのにいるふり[ki 1202]

Pixar

cf. AWS DeepLens



How to record while going out?

The following candidates may not be 
helpful so far.

I have no good idea so far.

Battery issue, misplacing, … 
When I forget why I am bringing them...

◎ 生体計測[ki 2413] 
○ 監視カメラ[ki 2348] 
・ いるのにいないふり，いないのにいるふり[ki 1202]

Short-sighted people might have an advantage...

A real wandering also seems to be good and inevitable for a patient, but it is a source of worry for families and helpers. 



Privacy issue
Google failed to introduce the Google glass but Amazon 
so far successfully introduces a number of ‘privacy 
violating’ services.  

I want to make a contract with an IT company which 
will be the ‘driving force’ of my thinking.  

This will cause a serious privacy problem. 

But I would face to a more serious one with health care 
workers if I were not to ask it to any IT company in 
advance.



How to realize the system?

Be an exoskeleton for my thinking process!

Of course we start from the simplest example, our mailing list.

Then

passive➡semi-active➡(active)



Topic relation & paragraph 
quoting graph
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session

◎ oops mailing list [ki 1] 
○ Knowledge Home[ki 2711]



Data privacy is an important problem
The case of our mailing list:

omote (public)

ura (private)

Each list is for a certain privacy level.
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Privacy level

high

◎ oops mailing list [ki 1] 
○ Knowledge Home[ki 2711]

reply

forward

reply

http://10.30.95.160:10080/oops-ura/number?2507


Privacy level
omote (public)

ura (private)
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omote ura

Copyright issue:

◎ oops mailing list [ki 1] 
○ Knowledge Home[ki 2711]

https://twitter.com/kawauchihiroshi/status/844453913193598977



Privacy levelomote (public)

ura (private)
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◎ oops mailing list [ki 1] 
○ Knowledge Home[ki 2711]



Associative level
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◎ oops mailing list [ki 1] 
○ Knowledge Home[ki 2711]



Associative level

time

cluster

session
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◎ oops mailing list [ki 1] 
○ Knowledge Home[ki 2711]



Associative level is changing.

time

cluster

session
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associative level

◎ oops mailing list [ki 1] 
○ Knowledge Home[ki 2711]



Sessions & clusters
Past sessions & clusters describes the 
neighborhood relations of episodic memories. 

The system tries to estimate the closest 
node which reflects the current thinking.  

The system tries to update the estimated 
value of associative level of each node. 

cf. wandering

◎ oops mailing list [ki 1] 
○ Knowledge Home[ki 2711]



The desired behavior of the 
system

time

cluster

session

topic 2 topic 2
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topic 1
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associative level

◎ oops mailing list [ki 1] 
○ Knowledge Home[ki 2711]

1: similar topics and newer

2: direct neghborhood

3: neghborhood

Give a ranking

Estimate the closest node

Shows the ranking result in a proper way 
Urge to move to or to create the next node 
Update the parameters

Just like moving (actively/semi-actively/passively) through the ‘topic item field.’



Variable briefing level

time

cluster

session
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associative level

◎ oops mailing list [ki 1] 
○ Knowledge Home[ki 2711]

Shows the ranking result in a proper way 
Urge to move to or to create the next node 
Update the parameters

Estimate the closest node

1: similar topics and newer

2: direct neghborhood

3: neghborhood

“Bring me ‘that’!”



Sessions & clusters
The system tries to estimate the closest session to 
one’s current thinking. 

The system tries to estimate the average and 
possible maximum length of recent clusters  (≒ the 
length of a thinking process supported by the 
current short term memory).  

1/associative level ∝ a needed time for 
understanding a new or forgotten episode

◎ oops mailing list [ki 1] 
○ Knowledge Home[ki 2711]

Roughly speaking:



Estimating the associative 
level

Measuring a needed time for understanding 
a forgotten episode. 

Just ask me directly! (by the system) 

Biometrical signals will help the estimation 
(soliloquy, body motions, heart rate, eye 
tracking, etc.)

秘訣はゆるく運用すること 
自動運転とは違う！

◎ oops mailing list [ki 1] 
○ Knowledge Home[ki 2711] 
・ 生体計測[ki 2413]



Cognitive level

If it is high, you can control your 
concentration to several targets well. 

It is recorded to a node when the node is 
created. It reflects a kind of reliability of 
the data.

Another important parameter

How to stop writing unwanted things to Twitter?

Maximum cluster length ↓ & cognitive level ↓: harmful!

認知症バカッターになってしまうリスク

Of course it is necessary to inspect the clusters to determine.



Cognitive level
When an operation includes any change of the 
privacy level of an object from higher to lower, the 
system decides to execute, stop, or camouflage the 
process according to the parameter. 

omote

ura

topic 2
topic 1topic 1

topic 3
topic 1

topic 3
topic 1

topic 2

topic 4
topic 1

topic 3
topic 2

topic 2
topic 1

topic 4

topic 4
topic 1

topic 5

topic 5
topic 1

topic 3
topic 2

Privacy level

high
How to camouflage the forwarding?

cf. Honey pot認知症バカッターを無理に止めると...

The system should focus on the activity of the red arrow.



‘Compress’ items created by 
similar repetitions

The system try to notify the existence of an old similar 
node when another similar node is created (when the 
current cognitive level is relatively high).  

The system allows making the new node (when the 
current cognitive level is low & a ‘certain’ condition).  

Finding similar nodes and create a compressed node and 
add a higher associative levels to the new node 
(otherwise).

Cognitive level is fluctuating.

The system never delete anything. To record the repetition is 
more important.



How to estimate cognitive 
level

It is mainly estimated by the number of 
‘faults’ counted by the system. 

We can also rely on the other users’ 
rating. 



Security framework
Each session data may be encrypted by an ID 
based encryption (each user has a set of 
parameters which may also depend on each 
certain time slot and/or some conditions). 

Transactions seems to be enough under the 
semi-honest condition but if the system and 
the cloud are not so reliable, employ a block-
chain based description.



Users of the system
real users: me, families, trusted users, normal 

users, system (administrator), public

User categories: 

virtual users: families, doctors/care managers, ... (only 
accessible via mail addresses, sns services, etc...)

When a family or a helper starts to use the system, 
the property changes from virtual to real.



me and me’
Real account A: A and A’ 

me’ is an autonomous agent which tries to create a 
‘lifelog’ of me, as if it tries to complement/extend my 
logging behavior.  

It is shown as a different user for me when my 
cognitive level is not low.   

If my cognitive level is low, the items created by me’ is 
shown as if they are ‘properly’ mixed with my items. 

me’ clips the picture of an invoice and makes a new  ‘invoice’ node  and set its 
status as ‘to be noticed’ when I open a parcel and see it but fail to do so.



User set and privacy level
A user set: associated with a session according to 
people involved in the session (this process is executed 
manually and/or automatically).   

Each user set has a privacy level according to the 
inclusion relation of the sets (they have a topological 
ordering). 

The system usually take care of any quote to a lower 
privacy level from a higher. 

E.g. when someone is coming to the room, the focused user set associated with the 
current session is changed and its privacy level will be decreasing (or unchanged).







Inviting another user to a 
session and its privacy level

It is possible to decide inviting B, then they can continue the session.

When I (me) and A are talking in the room as a session, B is coming. 

Otherwise they need to stop the session and create a new session for me, A and B.

• If the cognitive level of me or A is higher than a threshold:

• If the cognitive level of me and A are both lower than a threshold:
The a new group (me, A, and B) are created by me’ and A’ and try to estimate the 
security level of the session is reasonable for B or not, according to the histories. 

If the session contains any topic of higher security level than B’s, the me’ 
and A’ camouflages the session, i.e., creates a new group and tries to make 
I and A change the topic.

All these actions are also carefully and mutually verified by the 
system using the history of their knowledge home data.

The session is created by me or A or me’ (or A’ but I cannot figure out A or A’).
If my cognitive level is high, 

I can’t know the actual 
cognitive level of A.

on a new group me, A, and B. (One of me or A might be me’ or A’ but the decision must be made by me or A)





Trusted users will not be 
trusted in due time...

Cognitive level is shared by all trusted users 
and estimated with each other. 

Denial of the change of unwanted forwarding 

Expiration of data access. 

Access level depends on the combination of 
cognitive level and average cluster length. 

to avoid cheating the cognitive level. 

Rating system based on homomorphic signatures.

ID based cryptography and blacklist system based expiration of users.

Delegation of authority of merging camouflaged revisions.

to keep the cognitive level secret (even for the system administrators). 

It is necessary 



‘Password’ will be lost.

A set of biometrical data. 

A query based on one’s knowledge home. 

A set of difference between the associative 
level  of nodes and their estimations.

Candidates for ‘password’: 

When the ‘login password’ is forgotten?
No, we need a system without login action!

All interactions are the authentication!



No login action!
Everyone (families, friends, health care 
workers,  doctors, salesmen, ...) can ‘visit’ my 
knowledge home and can share information 
in it as far as its privacy level allows. 

A person-centered care for dementia patients on their initiative

It is not limited to any trusted user.



How to describe my will?
My will has a special topic title and is described in a 
session shared by me and me’ (and a certain lawyer, if you 
need).  

Each description needs an event handler (to be sent when 
died, to be sent just before the system expired, etc...) 

The topic should require a higher cognitive level and has a 
notification event of remind after a certain period. At 
the moment, the topic should have a verification session 
to confirm its validity. 



me and me’ share my privacy 
policy list in advance

Each list: (user group condition, time 
condition, required request level)

1. When someone requests to reveal my information, the 
other uses rate the request level of it. 
2. Then the certificated request and level are verified with 
my policies. 
3. Finally the decision of decrypting my partial data will 
be made.

After my ‘singular point’ or my death:



Secret sharing & data 
erasing

How to execute my will of erasing the data 
after my ‘singular point’ or after my death? 

Secret sharing among normal users may be 
useful. 

Strict erasing possible? Using quantum 
coherence based protocol is enough?

Poor Albert problem

who are not have any interest in my knowledge.

Protecting privacy by the help of the other users who is 
anxious about suffering dementia. cf. PGP



How to erase disgusting memories?
There are many unwanted memories. 

Change the ‘potential’ of the ‘topic item field’! 
(The change is automated based on sensing 
my emotional behaviors in the last days). 

If I want to remind an event with a high 
potential, it is possible but the probability to 
come to the node might not be large. 

Wow! Thanks to my knowledge home, I’ll not forget anything!
◎ Knowledge Home[ki 2711] 
○ ナチュラリスト[ki 2710] 
・ Total Recall[ki 99]

E.g. You mustn’t forget death of families. You are accustomed to the 
fact in due time. But a dementia patient faces to the fact each time.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Denn%C5%8D_Coil

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Denn%C5%8D_Coil


https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Holmes_and_Rahe_stress_scale

We need a stress scale for re-experience by dementia patients.



Reliability of the system

How to prevent the system from 
becoming a suspicious target by me after 
my ‘singular point’? 「空気」は疑われない 

いかに存在感を消すか？

◎ Knowledge Home[ki 2711] 
○ いるのにいないふり，いないのにいるふり[ki 1202]

I am afraid that I might be kicked out of my knowledge home. 
Sometimes I might behave just like an intruder and try to 

destroy my knowledge home....

All interactions are the authentication.

How to make me keep to notice the fact that “the system is 
prepared by the past myself who was anxious about me”?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Realtime_InterruptOnce I start trying to destruct my knowledge home, do not stop but camouflage with a partial breakdown!



My “cane” might be deprived due to security or privacy reasons.
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high

reply

forward
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Privacy level

The red arrow is only the problem.
Security: Privacy:

Can I bring my “cane” to my care 
house or my hospital room?

Information gathering 
devices are evil!



https://www.fsight.jp/articles/-/44865
http://www.fieldnote.net/

Our ‘Knowledge Home’ needs to be designed 
for a kind of ‘extreme environment.’

極地建築家 村上祐資

◎ Knowledge Home[ki 2711] 

This is not just a ‘well-being’ issue but that of 
survival or defense!

Showa station (Japanese research station in Antarctica) is a patchwork of extensions just like the “skins 
of an onion” which is usually thought to be useless. There is no core. But they are important to survive. 

https://www.fsight.jp/articles/-/44865


2001: A Space Odyssey◎ Knowledge Home[ki 2711] 

Dave is promised to ‘escape’ but I can’t and 
I don’t want to move to such a place!



http://www.mitsubishielectric.co.jp/me/dspace/

極地建築家 村上祐資

A survival in the sense of 
physically and mentally.

How to survive without 
unwanted treatment and 
medicine as long as I can?

“Boring and survival are 
two sides!”

“An ideal design has no plus or 
minus, i.e., zero.”

Defences in real and 
vartual.



  An example of virtual ‘defence’.

“Unachieved life tasks” in validation therapy

No one can help me in the nodes 
with the highest privacy level.

“Particular life tasks are associated with each 
stage of life. Failure to complete a task at the 

appropriate stage of life may lead to 
psychological problems.”

https://www.aplaceformom.com/blog/2-18-16-validation-therapy-for-dementia/

Naomi Feil

https://www.dcnet.gr.jp/retrieve/download/pdf/5text.pdf


  

脳マネージメントで「スーパー」認知症老人になって
振り込め詐欺を撃退しよう！

irasutoya

Making use of cocaine is 

illegal but 

Methylphenidate and 

California rocket fuel are 

completely legal! 😙

Which level of stress can I manage?

An example of real ‘defence’.

https://www.dcnet.gr.jp/retrieve/download/pdf/5text.pdf


https://www.tokyo-np.co.jp/article/national/list/201903/CK2019030502000126.html

How to cope with an “It’s me” swindle? 

This problem may be solved by keeping 
suspicious people away from a dementia 
patient but the main problem is not the 

point. 

How to find people who can listen to the 
patient on a low budget on behalf of such 

a swindle? 



cf. Learning to Be Me (Greg Egan 1990)

Dementia is one-way
Finally my items in my knowledge home 
after a certain time will be filled with 
that created by me’.  

But they are gradually changing. 

◎ Knowledge Home[ki 2711] 
○ Total Recall[ki 99]



The future after consigning my 
‘soul’… paradise or nightmare?

Does doping a periodic background (with 
my finite network) help to reduce my 
fear of the future?

Switching my thinking context by a periodic 
background might be a doorway to my new 
time sharing ‘Nondeterministic’ Life…

Moreover

Moreover, making use of ‘multi-level perception’ might be possible...

The behavior of me’ can be simulated by them and it must 
be ‘fair’ anyway but is it actually what I want?



Summary

How to make my ‘knowledge home’ and make me 
avoid kicking out of it after my ‘singular point?’ 

How to make me notice the fact that I tried 
preparing it for me after my singular point? 

The only problems I want to solve are:

More informations:
http://www.iec.hiroshima-u.ac.jp/~imai/
http://www.iec.hiroshima-u.ac.jp/~imai/docs/cane3.pdf



An event might gain the 
motivation of living, but…

http://www.mistakenorders.com

E.g. How many days until Christmas? Santa says 7 sleeps!

But wait, how to count 7 sleeps?
Do I have no other way to 

give up counting them by my 
initiative?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Advent_calendar

http://www.mistakenorders.com
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Advent_calendar


But…, how to survive the 
remaining 364 days.

http://www.mistakenorders.com

E.g. How many days until Christmas? Santa says 7 sleeps!

How to prepare and notify each ‘present’ 
in my future? 

Finally I will forget the ‘Santa’ is me. 

It is also desirable to prepare ‘events’ to 
gain my motivation by myself. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Advent_calendar

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Advent_calendar


But…, how to survive the 
remaining 364 days.

http://www.mistakenorders.com

E.g. How many days until Christmas? Santa says 7 sleeps!

How to prepare and notify each ‘present’ 
in my future? 

Finally I will forget the ‘Santa’ is me. 

It is also desirable to prepare ‘events’ to 
gain my motivation by myself. 

As a researcher of biometrics, I would 
like to inspect the progression of my 
dementia and/or senile decay. How to 
make me analyze my data in future?

cf. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orphans_of_the_Sky

This will be an amazing adventure!



Why we start from the antique-looking 
mailing list archive?

Because I already have a prototype of knowledge home. 

We can’t figure out which format/protocol will survive 
through the next 20 years.   

Even if we find a proper format, the system based on it 
must also include legacy protocols such as emails, phone 
anyway.  

To start ‘self-sufficient development’ of the system.  

The most important thing we have to discuss is 
independent from any particular medium.

cf.極地建築としての昭和基地

It might also be reasonable for you to start from your blog or twitter archive.



Self-sufficiency

https://www.cnet.com/news/the-future-of-ar-according-to-microsoft/ 
https://japan.cnet.com/article/35133985/4/

“We actually designed HoloLens on HoloLens.”



Anyway you need a framework for playing 
a multi-modal mixed-reality ‘game’, then 
you will be able to figure out how to play 
with it even if you are a patient, doctor,... 

You will need to play with it without MR 
glass or even if you loose your sight. 

You will need to play with it even if you 
loose ...

Multi-modality
The most important thing we have to discuss is independent from any particular medium.



Validation therapy, Knowledge 
home, and Mixed reality

“Particular life tasks are associated with 
each stage of life. Failure to complete a 

task at the appropriate stage of life may 
lead to psychological problems.”

https://www.aplaceformom.com/blog/2-18-16-validation-therapy-for-dementia/

Naomi Feil

『昔のことを思い出したり、役に立つと感じ
た時代や場所に逃げ込んだり、年をとって役
立たずになったつらさを和らげようとした
り、やり残している問題を解決しようとして
いる時には、心の目を通して起こっているこ
とと今現在はうまくかみ合わなくなります。
まわりの環境とお年寄り個人の現実世界が不
協和音を奏でます。』



https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Permutation_City

A game of life, well-being, 
patchwork, reality, stress-
test, escape, and survival...

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Permutation_City


Kono method
http://saio.world.coocan.jp/KonoMeth-Critiq.pdf

“A person-centered care for dementia 
patients on their initiative” is 

important not only for the patients 
but also for the caregivers.

https://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/コウノメソッド

Ah, very straightforward! 
Just a ‘cybernetics’!

https://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E3%82%B3%E3%82%A6%E3%83%8E%E3%83%A1%E3%82%BD%E3%83%83%E3%83%89


Now I got it!  
Dementia care is the main 
problem of Cybernetics!

Norbert Wiener, Cybernetics: Or the 
Control and Communication in the 
Animal and the Machine. (1948)



https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Foundation%27s_Edge

Which future do you choose?

Solaria v.s. Gaia

I want their mixture!

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Foundation%27s_Edge


How to survive the chaos?

Dementia care inherently includes a contradiction to the words 
“How to survive?” But I want to inform ‘me’ the fact that “I would 

like to try to survive as possible as I can!” anyway...

http://saio.world.coocan.jp/KonoMeth-Critiq.pdf

https://ameblo.jp/29yoi65/entry-12288879226.html



https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Starry_Rift_(Tiptree_book)

The only neat thing to do

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Starry_Rift_(Tiptree_book)

